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5CARL F. BUCHERER XXX

Travelers find inspiration in  
new places and environments,  

they embrace exploring  
as a way of life.



Carl F. Bucherer takes you  
on a captivating journey through  

the adventure of time.







Carl F. Bucherer watches are  
the companions on your life journey. 

 
#EXPLORINGTIME
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At Carl F. Bucherer, the quest for excellence and outstanding craftsmanship is deeply rooted in our history. 

That spirit has driven us every day since 1888. It is an integral part of our conviction of being a true and 
authentic Swiss watch manufacturer. Excellence is a maxim that we adhere to in every aspect of what we 
do and throughout our entire production process: from the first idea to the final timepiece. 

Words like mastery, pioneering, mindfulness, and zeitgeist are more than catchy marketing terms. They 
are values we live by and express with our exceptional watches, handcrafted movements, and enduring 
commitments. We set the highest standards for the quality of our work. Our timepieces are a compelling 
testament to this.

MASTERING
 EXCELLENCE
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There is a reason the Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie (FHH) recognizes Carl F. Bucherer among its top 
manufacturers: the Swiss watch brand has always been known for its pioneering spirit, innovative approach, 
and unwavering ambition.

In 2008, Carl F. Bucherer became the first watchmaker to develop and launch peripheral technology in 
series production. Back then, the company rose to the unprecedented challenge of positioning the rotor 
of an automatic caliber on the periphery of the movement, reducing its and revealing the beauty of the 
mechanism. 

Today, Carl F. Bucherer is one of Switzerland’s leading watch manufacturers, developing outstanding 
mechanical movements and functional modules in its own workshops, and is the undisputed leader in  
peripheral technology. 

THE LEADER IN 
PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY



CARL F. BUCHERER MASTERING EXCELLENCE

Every timepiece has its own beating heart: the movement. Developing a movement calls for an innovative 
culture, passion, extreme precision, and conceptual finesse – characteristics that Carl F. Bucherer  
possesses in abundance.

Key technical milestones in Carl F. Bucherer’s watchmaking accomplishments are the CFB A1000 and 
CFB A2000 manufacture caliber families, which incorporate a bidirectional, automatic winding system 
with a peripheral rotor. The CFB T3000, a unique movement developed entirely in-house, is a world first 
that combines a peripheral automatic winding system and a peripherally mounted tourbillon that appears 
to float.

In 2008, Carl F. Bucherer established itself as an industry leader in the field of peripheral technology with 
the launch of a major innovation: an automatic movement driven by a bidirectional mechanism with a  
peripheral oscillating weight, in a series production.

With the CFB MR3000, Carl F. Bucherer set new horological standards and underscored its leadership 
in peripheral technology: for the first time, the peripheral rotor was combined not only with a peripherally  
mounted floating tourbillon, but also with a peripherally mounted minute repeater regulator.

CFB MANUFACTURE CALIBERS 
FEATURING PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY



CFB A1000

CFB T3000

CFB A2000

CFB MR3000





MANERO 



Embodying the essence of  
the modern lifestyle of vibrant cities,  

MANERO watches invite you to  
fully immerse yourself in the antipodes  

of urban life.
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The Manero Minute Repeater Symphony is the most extraordinary timepiece that Carl F. Bucherer has 
ever created in a history spanning more than 130 years, and it is literally ringing in a new era. With its  
extremely complex mechanism, the timepiece not only demonstrates the highest level of manufacturing 
competence, but also underlines Carl F. Bucherer’s leading role in peripheral technology. It is fair to say 
that it sets new standards in peripheral technology. The movement features three peripherally mounted 
elements, all developed in-house: the peripheral rotor patented in 2008; the floating tourbillon, launched 
10 years later; and a minute repeater complication, with a peripherally mounted regulator, which launched 
in 2021.

MANERO

MINUTE REPEATER
SYMPHONY
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Carl F. Bucherer demonstrates its innovative capacity with the Manero Tourbillon Double Peripheral,  
featuring the CFB  T3000 movement. It is a world first, developed entirely in-house, combining a  
peri pheral automatic winding system and a peripherally mounted tourbillon that appears to float. 

Such a unique tourbillon deserves our full attention: prominently placed at 12 o’clock, it is a real eye- 
catcher. The tourbillon cage, which rotates around its own axis once every minute, features a second hand 
that acts as a seconds display. A further distinctive feature is the stop-seconds function, which allows for 
the rotation of the tourbillon cage to be stopped.

MANERO TOURBILLON 
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

00.10920.02.33.02

MANERO

TOURBILLON 
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL

ø 43.1 mm • Height 11.57 mm • Automatic • CFB T3000 manufacture caliber • Power reserve 65 hours • Floating tourbillon •  
Case 18 K white or rose gold, rose gold bezel set with 60 diamonds FC TW vvs 1.45 ct. • Dial dark grey or silver with rose-gold-
plated index marks and hands • Strap hand-stitched Louisiana alligator leather in black or dark brown, 18 K gold pin lock folding clasp

00.10920.03.13.11
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00.10928.03.39.11

MANERO

TOURBILLON 
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL PARADISE

ø 43.1 mm • Height 11.57 mm • Automatic • CFB T3000 manufacture caliber • Power reserve 65 hours • Floating tourbillon •  
Case 18 K rose gold • Bezel set with 40 tsavorites, sapphires, and rubies in rainbow colors, baguette cut 3.9 ct. • Dial black sunray 
with 11 tsavorites, sapphires, and rubies in rainbow colors, baguette cut 0.4 ct. and rose-gold-plated hands • Strap hybrid rubber 
with “brushed” texture and quick-release system, 18 K rose gold pin lock folding clasp • Limited to 18 pieces





Perfect timing: Released in 2023 to mark the 135th anniversary of Carl F. Bucherer, the CFB Capsule Collection,  
featuring five distinctive watches, signals an exciting new direction for the Swiss watchmaker. Inspired by carbon, the 
essential element for life itself, and presented in pure black colorways, the collection reimagines some of the brand’s 
most popular timepieces, combining contemporary styling and modern materials with craftsmanship honed over 
more than a century. Created for people who not only have an entrepreneurial spirit, but who particularly appreciate 
exploring time differently. The spirit of this contemporary capsule collection is the very embodiment of what  
Car F. Bucherer stands for: exploration, travel, and the pursuit of new horizons.

CFB
CAPSULE
COLLECTION

29CARL F. BUCHERER CAPSULE COLLECTION
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00.10920.16.33.01

MANERO

TOURBILLON 
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL

ø 43.1 mm • Height 12.3 mm • Automatic • CFB T3000 manufacture caliber • Power reserve 65 hours • Floating tourbillon •  
Case forged carbon with titanium container • Dial deep black matte with rhodium-plated wedge index marks and hands • Strap 
hybrid rubber with “carbon” texture and quick relase-system, DLC-coated titanium and stainless steel pin lock folding clasp • 
Limited to 30 pieces



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

00.10916.16.33.01

MANERO

PERIPHERAL 
PERPETUAL CALENDAR

ø 41.6 mm • Height 12.49 mm • Automatic • CFB A2055 manufacture caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 
55 hours • Perpetual calendar • Leap year • Moon phase (hand-engraved white gold moons on aventurine hemispheric) •  
Case forged carbon with titanium container • Dial deep black matte with rhodium-plated wedge index marks and hands •  
Strap hybrid rubber with “Milky Way” texture and quick-release system, DLC-coated titanium and stainless steel pin lock 
folding clasp • Limited to 88 pieces
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00.10926.16.33.01

MANERO

PERIPHERAL 
BIG DATE

ø 41.6 mm • Height 12.82 mm • Automatic • CFB A2011 manufacture caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 
55 hours • Big date • Weekday • Power reserve indicator • Case forged carbon with titanium container • Dial deep black matte 
with rhodium-plated wedge index marks and hands • Strap hybrid rubber with “brushed” texture and quick-release system,  
DLC-coated titanium and stainless steel pin lock folding clasp • Limited to 188 pieces



00.10919.12.33.01

CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

MANERO

FLYBACK

ø 43 mm • Height 14.45 mm • Automatic • CFB 1970 caliber • Power reserve 42 hours • Chronograph • Flyback • Tachymeter scale • 
Date • Case DLC-coated stainless steel • Dial deep black matte with rhodium-plated wedge index marks and hands • Strap hybrid 
caoutchouc with “pyramid” texture and quick-release system, DLC-coated titanium and stainless steel pin lock folding claps 
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00.10803.12.32.01

HERITAGE

BICOMPAX 
ANNUAL

ø 41 mm • Height 14.15 mm • Automatic • CFB 1972 caliber • Power reserve 42 hours • Chronograph • Tachymeter scale •  
Annual calendar • Big date • Case DLC-coated stainless steel • Dial deep black matte with white Arabic numerals and rhodium-
plated hands with black Super-LumiNova® • Strap hybrid rubber with “Clous de Paris” texture and quick-release system,  
DLC-coated titanium and stainless steel pin lock folding clasp
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The Manero Peripheral Big Date is based on all the characteristics that define Carl F. Bucherer today:  
a long history, a proud heritage, a founding family, a cutting-edge manufacturer, the skills of some of the 
world’s most talented watchmakers, and, of course, the innovation that has established the brand as  
the industry leader in peripheral technology – the striking contemporary timepiece is equipped with the 
brand’s CFB A2011 caliber, an automatic mechanical movement with a peripheral rotor.

The timepieces were created for all those who appreciate a dial that conveys the essential details with 
maximum efficiency. As the name suggests, the eye is drawn to the big date window at 11 o’clock, while its 
day-of-the-week aperture at 9 o’clock, seconds sub-dial at 6 o’clock and power reserve indicator at 
3 o’clock ensure at-a-glance accuracy. 

THE MANERO PERIPHERAL BIG DATE:
MANUFACTURE COMPETENCE 
AND THE SPIRIT OF INNOVATION



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

MANERO

PERIPHERAL
BIG DATE 

00.10926.08.53.01 00.10926.08.93.01

ø 41.6 mm • Height 12.21 mm • Automatic • CFB A2011 manufacture caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 
55 hours • Big date • Weekday • Power reserve indicator • Case stainless steel • Dial light blue or dark gray with small seconds 
indication in beige or olive green • Strap textile in beige or olive green or stainless steel bracelet, stainless steel pin lock 
folding clasp or folding clasp
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00.10926.08.53.21 00.10926.08.93.21
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The Manero Peripheral expresses the fundamental values of Carl F. Bucherer: fully designed and manu-
factured in-house, it is the singular heir to watchmaking competence refined over decades, and three 
different generations of the Bucherer family who have all explored time in their own way. 

Its simplicity of purpose and elegance of expression belie the engineering know-how beneath its surface. 
Exquisite details elevate its uncomplicated appearance, from its natural colors to its brushed dial,  
matching hands, and wedge marks. For the wearer alone, an additional benefit: the delight in seeing the 
movement, and the bidirectional oscillating, peripherally mounted rotor of its automatic winding  
system, through its sapphire case back.

THE MANERO PERIPHERAL: 
ELEGANCE, SIMPLICITY, 
AND ULTIMATE PRECISION



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

MANERO

PERIPHERAL 

00.10924.08.33.01 00.10924.08.13.01

ø 40.6 mm • Height 11.20 mm • Automatic • CFB A2050 manufacture caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 
55 hours • Date • Small seconds • Case stainless steel • Dial circular brushed in black with white counter and rose gold or 
rhodium-plated index marks and hands • Strap black hybrid rubber with “groove” texture or stainless steel bracelet with quick-
release system, stainless steel pin lock folding clasp or folding clasp





CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO
PERIPHERAL

00.10924.08.93.0300.10924.08.53.01
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PERIPHERAL

00.10924.08.93.21 00.10924.08.93.22
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The Manero Flyback not only celebrates the cosmopolitan spirit that has been an integral part of  
Carl F. Bucherer’s DNA since 1888, but also serves as a reminder of wearers’ earlier escapades, and is a 
constant companion designed to inspire their next discoveries of vibrant cities. It adds up to a maxim for 
life: Wherever time takes you, your Manero travels with you.

THE MANERO FLYBACK:
WHEREVER TIME TAKES YOU …



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO

MANERO

FLYBACK 

00.10919.03.13.01 00.10919.03.33.01

ø 43 mm • Height 14.45 mm • Automatic • CFB 1970 caliber • Power reserve 42 hours • Chronograph • Flyback • Tachymeter scale • 
Date • Case 18 K rose gold or stainless steel • Dial white, black, bluish gray, blue, olive green with rose gold or rhodium-plated 
wedge index marks and hands • Strap Louisiana alligator leather, textile, stainless steel bracelet, 18 K rose gold pin buckle or 
stainless steel pin lock folding claps 
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00.10919.08.33.01 00.10919.08.93.01



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO
FLYBACK

CARL F. BUCHERER

00.10919.08.53.01 00.10919.08.93.98
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FLYBACK

00.10919.08.13.21 00.10919.08.33.21
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MANERO

FLYBACK 

00.10927.08.33.01 00.10927.08.13.01

ø 40 mm • Height 14.45 mm • Automatic • CFB 1973 caliber • Power reserve 56 hours • Chronograph • Flyback • Tachymeter scale • 
Date • Case stainless steel • Dial black, silver white, or silver color with black, white, blue, green, or red counters and rose gold or 
rhodium-plated wedge index marks and hands • Strap textile made of recycled materials (vegan) or stainless steel bracelet with 
quick-release system, stainless steel pin lock folding clasp or folding clasp



CARL F. BUCHERER MANERO
FLYBACK

00.10927.08.13.03 00.10927.08.13.02
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FLYBACK

00.10927.08.13.2400.10927.08.13.22





PATRAVI



PATRAVI, the perfect adventure companion  
to explore dramatic landscapes, 

embarking on thrilling expeditions, and discovering 
nature’s breathtaking beauty.
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PATRAVI SCUBATEC 
AND THE MANTA TRUST

Nothing could represent Carl F. Bucherer’s passion for mindfulness better than its long-standing partner-
ship with the Manta Trust – a UK-based charitable foundation dedicated to studying endangered manta 
and devil rays – which reflects the two organizations’ shared values.

The Patravi ScubaTec is made for diving and underwater exploration of every kind. In a sturdy case and 
sporty functions, this certified chronometer watch is the perfect companion, in or out of the water. As a 
sign of the company’s commitment, two of these impressive creatures are engraved on the back of the 
Patravi ScubaTec case.



CARL F. BUCHERER PATRAVI

00.10632.23.53.02

PATRAVI

SCUBATEC MALDIVES
SCUBATEC

ø 44.6 mm • Height 13.45 mm • Automatic • CFB 1950.1 caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 38 hours • Date • 
Case stainless steel with stainless steel/ceramic bezel • Case back stainless steel with embossed motif • Automatic helium valve • 
Screw-down crown • Dial blue or black with rhodium-plated index marks and hands filled with Super-LumiNova® • Strap rubber 
with recycled PET textile layer or rubber, finely adjustable diver’s folding clasp in stainless steel

00.10632.23.33.01
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00.10632.28.33.01

PATRAVI

SCUBATEC BLACK 
SCUBATEC BLACK MANTA

ø 44.6 mm • Height 13.45 mm • Automatic • CFB 1950.1 caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 38 hours • Date • 
Case DLC-coated titanium with titanium/ceramic bezel • Case back DLC-coated titanium with embossed motif • Automatic 
helium valve • Screw-down crown • Dial black • Strap rubber with recycled PET textile layer, finely adjustable diver’s folding clasp 
in DLC-coated titanium

00.10632.28.33.99
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PATRAVI TRAVELTEC:
FOR THE ADVENTUROUS COSMOPOLITAN

The Patravi TravelTec is an ideal travel companion, developed with all the passion of the watchmaker’s art: 
a strong character that is imposing yet harmonious. 

The specially developed CFB 1901.1 caliber features a patented mono-pusher that allows three separate 
time zones to be easily set while meeting the most stringent precision requirements, thanks to its  
chronometer certification. 



CARL F. BUCHERER PATRAVI

00.10620.03.33.02

PATRAVI

TRAVELTEC

ø 46.6 mm • Height 15.5 mm • Automatic • CFB 1901.1 caliber• COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 42 hours • 
Chronograph • Three time zones • Date • Case 18 K rose gold, DLC-coated stainless steel or stainless steel • Screw-down crown • 
Dial black sunray brushed with rose gold or rhodium-plated index marks and hands with Super-LumiNova® • Strap black rubber 
or stainless steel bracelet, 18 K rose gold and DLC-coated titanium, DLC-coated stainless steel or stainless steel folding clasp 
with comfort extension

00.10620.12.33.01
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00.10620.08.33.02 00.10620.08.33.21



CARL F. BUCHERER PATRAVI

PATRAVI

TRAVELTEC
COLOR EDITION FOUR SEASONS

ø 46.6 mm • Height 15.5 mm • Automatic • CFB 1901.1 caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 42 hours • 
Chronograph • Three time zones • Date • Case stainless steel • Screw-down crown • Dial yellow, green, blue, or orange lacquered 
with black counters and rhodium-plated index marks and hands with Super-LumiNova® • Strap rubber in yellow, green, blue, or 
orange, stainless steel folding clasp with comfort extension

00.10620.08.93.01 00.10620.08.93.02
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00.10620.08.53.02 00.10620.08.93.03
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00.10620.12.33.99

PATRAVI

TRAVELTEC 
PARADISE

ø 46.6 mm • Height 15.50 mm • Automatic • CFB 1901.1 caliber • COSC-certified chronometer • Power reserve 42 hours • 
Three time zones • Date • Case DLC-coated stainless steel with 18 K rose gold monopusher, pushers and crown, 18 K rose gold 
bezel set with 60 gemstones in rainbow colors, baguette cut 4.6 ct. • Dial black sunray brushed with rose-gold-plated index 
marks and hands with Super-LumiNova® • Strap rubber, DLC-coated stainless steel folding clasp with comfort extension





HERITAGE



On the journey through time,  
cultures emerge  

and traditions are formed, 
from which HERITAGE  

always arises anew.
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A TRIBUTE TO OVER 
135 YEARS OF 
WATCHMAKING HERITAGE

The Heritage Tourbillon Double Peripheral is limited to just 88 timepieces. It is an homage to 1888, the 
year Carl F. Bucherer was founded, and to the birthplace of the brand in Lucerne – the time and the space 
in which our exploration of time began. 

It features a movement bridge crafted in 18 K white gold with a hand-engraved depiction of the city’s 
Chapel Bridge – each one the result of more than two weeks of meticulous craftsmanship.

At the heart of the Heritage Tourbillon Double Peripheral is the in-house CFB T3000 caliber, featuring a 
tourbillon that appears to float, and an automatic winding system, both mounted peripherally – a world 
first.

As a special tribute to the rich heritage of the brand and this limited-edition timepiece, the movement’s 
peripheral rotor is crafted in 22 K gold.



CARL F. BUCHERER HERITAGE

00.10802.02.13.01 00.10802.03.13.01

HERITAGE

TOURBILLON 
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL

ø 42.50 mm • Height 11.90 mm • Automatic • CFB T3000 manufacture caliber • Power reserve 65 hours • Floating tourbillon •  
Case 18 K white or rose gold • Dial silver sunray brushed with milled rings and rose gold or rhodium-plated index marks  
and hands • Strap hand-stitched Louisiana alligator leather in dark brown, 18 K white or rose gold pin lock folding clasp •  
Limited to 88 pieces
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The Carl F. Bucherer Heritage BiCompax Annual collection was created to honor our legacy of more than 
130 years of creativity and innovation.

Since its introduction in 2018, we have successfully launched models inspired by some of the most  
exciting, groundbreaking timepieces we have created in the last century. While the new watches reflect 
our proud history, they are resolutely contem porary, combining tradition, excellence, and our pioneering 
spirit.

The watches in this collection effortlessly blend the aesthetic spirit of a golden age of watch design with 
state-of-the-art mechanical excellence.

THE HERITAGE BICOMPAX ANNUAL COLLECTION: 
LIVING UP TO ITS NAME



CARL F. BUCHERER HERITAGE

00.10803.07.42.01

HERITAGE

BICOMPAX 
ANNUAL

ø 41 mm • Height 14.15 mm • Automatic • CFB 1972 caliber • Power reserve 42 hours • Chronograph with minute and second 
counters • Tachymeter scale • Annual calendar • Big date • Case stainless steel and 18 K rose gold or stainless steel • Dial rose  
and champagne, black, or silver with black or white Arabic numerals and black or rhodium-plated hands with Super-LumiNova® • 
Strap calfskin in cognac brown or black or embossed rubber in black, stainless steel pin lock folding clasp • Limited to 888 pieces
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00.10803.08.12.0100.10803.08.32.01



Carl F. Bucherer.  
Your companion on your  

journey through time.





#EXPLORINGTIME





#EXPLORINGTIME 

carl-f-bucherer.com


